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To begin this document,
 please make sure to fully review the below Youtube link

for our official company intro video, containing our unabridged mission 
statement, cosplay brand profile & video and images of HERO HAIR’s 

production level custom cosplay wigs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=povef88F2W8&t=622s
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HERO HAIR is the world’s first and ONLY custom cosplay wig company run by motion picture & 
television industry, and Broadway stage professionals.

HERO HAIR creates HD (high definition) quality, feature film-grade, lace front custom cosplay wigs, 
facial hair applications (full beards/ chops/ mustaches/ etc.) and hairpiece applications, directly from 
the Cosplayer's inspired imagination; this includes full, SCREEN ACCURATE reproduction pieces 
down to the last descendable detail. These one of a kind, custom pieces are created by hand, 
specifically to the head shape, facial structure and scalp-typography of the client, in order to elevate 
the clients wig to match the quality of the cosplay build itself, and complete the "Transformative 
Illusion" (cosplay), of the client’s “HERO", from any genre imaginable- movies, television, comics, 
historical, animation and anime, and even original concepts. 

We are devoted to the art of custom cosplay wig creation. Our hand-fabricated wigs and facial hair 
applications are state of the art; the absolute highest level of quality physically possible, using the 
most advanced, cutting-edge design applications, methodologies and materials currently at the 
vanguard of of the professional custom wig and motion picture & television industries. 

Our company was founded and is run by established, entertainment industry wig masters & hair 
artisans, all currently working at the top levels of their fields, with wig and hair credits spanning 
feature film, television and theater. These elite professionals bring with them a combined total of 
more than 100 years of experience in crafting one of the most complex (and often misunderstood) 
aspects of cosplay and the "Transformative Illusion"...the wig; the literal and figurative "CROWN of 
COSPLAY".

What is HERO HAIR?

"We don’t just build our wigs, we crew 
them for life."™



All HERO HAIR clients receive the following, full-range of FREE, unlimited, professional wig-crewing 
support services with every HERO HAIR custom piece. The below services (except where indicated) 
are absolutely FREE of charge, over the LIFETIME of our custom wigs, facial hair applications and 
hairpiece applications...

OUR LIFETIME PROFESSIONAL CREWING 
SERVICES:

 

 1. COMPLIMENTARY (FREE with no obligation to buy) PRE-CLIENT VIDEO 
CONSULTATION

 
 
 Knowledge is a super-power. We at HERO HAIR understand the potential investment you are about 
to (or are curious about) embark upon with us and your new custom wig. 

It’s during this open ended (45 minutes, 2 hours, the time is up to you) face to face, LIVE video 
session that the HERO HAIR team meets with the cosplayer and/or potential client in order to 
answer any questions they have about their custom wig, the creative and physical build processes, 
discuss their overall desires and expectations, provide a basic educational framework of both 
wigs-101, as well as what separates our work from any other,

and to get to know the client, personally,  one-on-one, as an artist and visionary; setting the tone for 
future video sessions that will occur, during which (and in much the same way) your actual 
professional wig-training will take place as we begin our relationship as your crew, and you as our 
professional focus.

•


2. EXCLUSIVE, FREE, LIFETIME, “REFRESH, RE-SET & RESTYLE “™ 
SERVICES

 
*FREE , full refreshing (includes full wash, conditioning and re-set of the primary style) and Con-
ready, SCREEN ACCURATE re-styling, over the course of your wig's lifetime, to it’s picture perfect 
state, between your most important cons and appearances or photo-shoots.  This service is unlimited, 
for life, with absolutely *no charge whatsoever to the client.



This service is unlimited, for life, with absolutely no charge to the client. *Client only pays a nominal 
fee, for shipping, to and from our studio, a few times a year. HERO HAIR charges a 25$ service fee 
(after our wig-training and support sessions) for improperly maintained lace-front cleaning.

(In extremely rare exceptions, such as willful or severe neglect, alterations or abuse/ improper care & handling or 
destruction of your wig, HERO HAIR reserves the right to curtail or cancel our client care and services, at any time, and 
on a case by case basis.) 

3. LIFETIME RE-FRONTING OF YOUR WIG. 

 *FREE "re-fronting" (full lace-front and hairline replacement), and hair-loss replenishment of the wig. 
Generally, this is often necessary from between 3-5 years. Depending on amount and intensity of 
wear, re-fronting of your wig may also be more frequent, depending on how much extensive physical 
handling you put it through during the year, and we will constantly assess your wig-state as we deal 
with you as one of our clients & #officialherohaircosplayer s.

Under normal circumstances, with consistent, proper wig maintenance, according to our training, your 
HD (high definition) film lace will be periodically trimmed by us, as needed (done as a refresher to the 
piece, in millimeters, roughly every 6 months to 1 year) when the edge of the forehead lace (silk) 
begins to inevitably fray & show signs of wear. When the lace has been trimmed, repeatedly and 
annually, to a point that it is nearing the physical hairline itself (generally, again, approximately every 
3-5 years), and can no longer comfortably support the adhesive without encroaching on the physical 
hairline knots, *HERO HAIR will completely re-front (add a brand new front hairline and clean, fully 
restored forehead lace) to your wig, free of charge.

This is why HERO HAIR leaves a 1 1/2 to 2 inch invisible forehead lace on every wig we make.

*Willful abuse, or improper maintenance and cleaning of your lace, will incur a $150.00 fee for re-
fronting under our neglected-repairs clause.

Additionally, all wigs lose some hair over time (known in the industry as “shedding”), more so when a 
wig is worn in a "work-horse" (constant rotation) protocol. We recommend a re-evaluation, by us, of 
your wig, once every year, in order to assess it's current volumetric state (amount of hair) and overall 
physical condition. HERO HAIR will, upon completion of the annual assessment, once every year, 
assess your wig’s volumetric state (amount of hair) and overall physical condition and, *at no charge, 
replace any hair-loss (usually minimal, if at all, until the later years of the wig) that has occurred 
through the natural course of the wig's Lifetime of wear.

This re-fronting protocol is standard with every wig in the theatrical, television and motion picture 
industries, and it is standard protocol with HERO HAIR.

*HERO HAIR reserves the right to refuse service for wan-ten abuse, alterations beyond our instructions, or improper 
maintenance leading to neglect or damage requiring repair to our wigs.




4. FREE, UNLIMITED, 1-ON-1, PROFESSIONAL WIG TRAINING

Every HERO HAIR client receives our exclusive, custom cosplay wig training services,
directly with the HERO HAIR team, LIVE, via online video support (in-studio for those local to us in 
NYC) for their motion picture production-level wig. This exclusive, personalized, professional trading 
and support includes, but is not limited to, beginning hair-prep and pin-curls for your wig cap, wig 
crowning (application), de-wigging, re-blocking and stabilization-pinning of your wig back to the head-
block, general style maintenance, proper lace cleaning and overall wig care between our studio’s 
annual refreshing sessions of the piece.

HERO HAIR is the only custom cosplay wig company run by motion picture, television & Broadway 
working professionals. On set, our team creates and crews hair and wigs, directly on the actor(s), 
providing complete care and responsibility for everything you see on the screen, the stage, 
production photo-shoots & stills and even behind the scenes.


Our Cosplayer clients are no different.  

HERO HAIR, via LIVE video conferencing (in-studio when available for local clients), will get ready 
with you, wig-prep to final crowning (application), the day of your most important con appearances, 
photo and video shoots and print jobs for your online stores when you are featuring our custom 
wigs, facial hair applications & hairpiece applications in your cosplay line-up.


Our team also remains on stand-by (on-call) throughout your entire con weekend in our wig(s), or 
during your photo-shoots and live cosplay appearances, for continuity check-ins, sudden or last-
minute questions, “last-looks”, where the client checks themselves visually, periodically, throughout 
the day, for any touch-ups or styling adjustments, as noted by our staff, using their HERO HAIR 
“Con-Kit” (tm).


Are you at a Con where HERO HAIR has an exhibition booth? Part of our nation-wide public 
exhibitions is crewing our clients (either in the privacy of our local to con Airbnb, or at our booth 
during the convention) to get them ready in picture perfect state for every day of their cosplay line 
ups featuring our custom wigs.


This is where you receive the full movie star experience, as the HERO HAIR team personally 
prepares you for your world debuts on the Cosplay backlot and beyond.


5. CLIENT DISCOUNT ON  PROFESSIONAL COSPLAY PHOTO SHOOTS

HERO HAIR has the good fortune of working with some of the best professional cosplay 
photographers in the industry.




Jason Laboy Photography, Jon Reino Photography, Fred Watford photography and

HSL Photography are just some of those lens-masters who have shot our clients, across the nation, 
at Cons and beyond, with several of our clients going viral because of these photographers 
invaluable contribution to their full #transformativeillusion .


HERO HAIR provides a 25% discount on one, full, magazine-level photo and/or video shoot-combo 
(limited to $75.00), with either those photographers mentioned, if local to us in NYC or at a Comic 
Con, at which HERO HAIR is exhibiting, or with the photographer of their choosing (wherever they 
may be), for all new clients featuring their HERO HAIR custom wig(s).


Own more than one custom pieces from us?  We will provide this service for every HERO HAIR 
custom piece you commission us to create. This photo service also includes full, professional-level 
final editing, color correction and graphics work (watermarks, client concept graphics for posters, 
prints and online portfolios), by our in-house, entertainment industry-production level digital artist.


Local to us or at a Con we are exhibiting at? HERO HAIR will be happy to schedule our FREE 
crewing services for your photo shoot, live and in person!


6. OUR EXCLUSIVE CON-KIT (tm)

One of the most frequent questions we receive is, “do I use glue to attach the wig?”.


The answer is yes, in combination with your custom piece’s unique-to-you-and-your-wig’s custom 
prep, wig-capping procedure and strategic pinning points into your prep, in order to secure the 
entire build, all of which our team addresses during your ongoing training as a production-level wig 
owner and wearer.


To complete your illusion, HERO HAIR each client with our exclusive, “CON-KIT”(tm), containing 
everything we use, every day, in the motion picture & television industry. HERO HAIR's "CON-KITS" 
are refreshed and re-stocked, FREE of charge, during each of your wig's refreshing and 
restyling sessions, or as often as is needed. Your HERO HAIR custom piece is a production-level 
creation; it’s quality matching that of (and in some cases, eclipsing) wigs used for television and 
feature film. The tools and products we use in that industry are very specific, and designed 
specifically for use with this level of art. 


We provide you with everything you need, that we ourselves use, professionally, to complete your 
#transformativeillusion 


To learn more about our complete range of services, please vust us on the web at www.herohair.com


These protocols are standard with every wig, facial hair application or custom hairpiece application 
made by HERO HAIR.



MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION 
DIVISION 

HERO HAIR is now officially building wigs for the motion picture and television industry under our 
brand. 

Recent credits include the creation of 6 of the featured performance wigs for the characters known as 
The Oddities, for 20th Century Fox's production of "The Greatest Showman", starring Hugh 
Jackman. Our founder, ERIN KENNEDY LUNSFORD most recently completed work, under HERO 
HAIR, as Key-Hairstylist for the HULU production of the upcoming mini-series, "The Looming 
Tower", starring Jeff Daniels and Alec Baldwin, creating the custom wig used in the 2018 Emmy 
nominated performance of Michael Stuhlbarg as Richard Clarke, and Key Hairstylist for, "Escape at 
Dannemora", directed by Ben Stiller.

OUR OUTSIDE TEAM CREDITS
Outside of the HERO HAIR studios, our production team also serves as some of the most elite, 
daily-working professional film, television and theatrical wig & hair artists in the industry, all at the 
top of their fields, with collective credits including Day-Play hair on Marvel’s "SPIDERMAN- Home 
Coming", Skit-Wig department supervising on “Saturday Night Live" and performance wig-tracks 
on the Broadway productions of "Wicked", and “Aladdin".

EDUCATION



HERO HAIR ’s primary mission is wig and hair education for cosplayers. To that end, our company 
provides a full educational platform including, but not limited to, nation-wide cosplay wig panels 
(link- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQPLJ_uA-k8), live demonstrations and tutorials at Cons 
across the country, free video tutorials and pdf information packs on everything from wig prep to 
adhesives, proper wig placement on the head, screen accurate natural hair styling tutorials link- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YaVl_-SDNU&feature=youtu.be) and more. 

IN THE MEDIA 
HERO HAIR has been featured in several noteworthy publications, with our custom wigs 
photographed by Annie Leibovitz for "The Greatest Showman”, featured in the September 2017 
issue of Vogue (link- https://www.vogue.com/article/the-greatest-showman-hugh-jackman-
september-issue-2017).  HERO HAIR  has also been spotlighted in articles in VICE magazine (link- 
https://broadly.vice.com/en_us/article/wigging-out-over-fabulous-cosplay-hair), and our work 
appears on our cosplay clients, featured in cosplay periodicals, online and in print, around the world. 

Special Cosplay Culture Appearances & 
Interviews

HERO HAIR’s co-founders, ERIN KENNEDY LUNSFORD & TRAVIS COWSILL have made 
appearances at, or been interviewed by, many online-cosplay brand broadcasts and podcasts, most 
recently with ERIN appearing as a guest panelist for SCI FY’s Women of Cosplay Roundtable 
( link- https://www.facebook.com/Syfy/videos/10155142082781057/), hosted by Leanna Vamp.

Erin also appeared as a guest judge for the New York Comic Con 2016 Cosplay Competition
 (link- https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=H8SOllzQ6js&feature=youtu.bev=H8SOllzQ6js&feature=youtu.be).

SPONSORSHIPS & AFFILIATES
HERO HAIR is a proud sponsor, in our 4th year, of AWESOM CON in Washington, D.C., with our 
4th, major exhibition coming up this March, 2018!

As sponsors, HERO HAIR will have a full custom wig exhibition booth, Live cosplay wig panel, and 
3 full days of educational programming on the cosplay stage ( link to 1 minute promo- https://
www.facebook.com/Officialherohair/videos/1234399236692713/).

HERO HAIR is also proud to sponsor, once again, this year’s Awesome Con Cosplay Competition, 
by not only crowning last year’s winners, during our live-stager intermission, with their all new, top 
prize HERO HAIR custom cosplay wigs, but also awarding this year’s winner with their prize wig 
build, to be crowned in NEXT year’s contest for 2019!
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GEEK KIND.TV COS-CAST
HERO HAIR is a proud, permanent sponsor, in our first year, of the GEEK KIND TV cos-cast 
(podcast)!

As sponsors, HERO HAIR , supports this amazing new group of Cosplayers on their monthly 
podcast at @geekkindtv with a monetary fee, and is featured in sound bites throughout the monthly 
sit-down and discussion of everything positive-cosplay.

Spotlighting the best aspects of cosplay, current events in the Cosplayer community, and featuring 
live interviews with some of the most notable public figures in the field, Geek Kind’s focus is just 
that, the kindness that is inherent to this amazing craft of fandom, and necessary to further it’s 
growth in the mainstream media as a positive force of art.

Geek Kind also shines a light on some of the, sometimes, not so pleasant aspects of our community 
for in-depth discussion and positive change, not shying away from (and including) topics such as 
cos-shaming, elitism (and being labeled as elitist) and online bullying that, unfortunately, often takes 
place among our ranks. Please give them a follow and check out episode 1 of the Geek Kind 
Coscast today at the link below!-

https://geekkind.tv/2018/03/02/coscast-cosplay-elite-s1-e1/

You’ll even learn a bit about HERO HAIR😉

👑 #crownyourcosplay
www.herohair.com
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